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"Everyone
has the ability to be a unconventional
leader. The hard part is committing
to search the depth of self for the

impact of others"
~Luciana Gilmore

SPEAKER| EDUCATOR| LEADERSHIP SPECIALIST
Luciana understands the struggle of leadership. After over 16
years of education experience to include 5 years of transformation
leadership, Luciana was able to uncover the catalyst propelling
her success.  Reflective on her childhood upbringing that
presented many challenges Luciana committed early to never
becoming a product of her past. Instead she decided to use her
scars as a fuel to help students who dealt with similar issues as
her. She began to lead from trauma to ensure that those under
her tutelage would have a fighting chance to be successful, by
creating an environment that fostered love and support.  
 
Luciana began to build a reputation as a no nonsense leader
committed to change. In return, it afforded her the opportunity to
be highlighted as Who’s Who Among Educators, and Leaders on
the Rise. Under  her leadership she made many accomplishments
throughout the metropolitan school district.
To include some of the following:
� 25% academic gain in the lowest performing school
� 91% graduation rate within first year as high school principal
� Highest attendance rate out of all the high schools.
 
Luciana's mission was clear and results spoke to her work, ,
dedication, and commitment to students. Understanding that she
had a unique lens for students, and an unconventional way of
securing their success despite the odds, Luciana knew it was time
to share of vision and action of leadership. 



Frequent Speaking Topics

Understanding the Student in Front of YOU!
Luciana shares her lens of trauma, her experience growing up in the inner city, her life as an educator and her role a school principal.
Luciana frames her conversation to provide instances of uncertainty, ineffectiveness in the classroom, and her unrelentess efforts to
reach and help students. Through her conversation you are able to see visions of yourself sprinkled throughout her story, visions of
your students become vivid with color and she pushes you reflect over your personal and professional person. 
She frames the conversation as, "In order to teach you have to first know!"

Topics Covered: Understanding whose in your classroom, What does it actually mean to teach and reach the students before
you, and what within is causing ineffective motivation and connection

Yes, we have all heard that boys matter, especially black boys, and Luciana doesn't refute this fact, but she delivers her reasoning as to
why GIRLS matter, and perhaps matter more! While humorous and light, Luciana provides factual evidence that supports her claims of
ensuring that we provide all resources, efforts and supports in order to change the trajectory of our world. This conversation unfolds
the many layers we keep covered up as adults, especially educators.

Why GIRLS matter!

Topics Covered: Sexism and classism, Gender roles and disparity, Education inequality, Efforts to evoke
substantial change



WHAT SETS LUCIANA APART
When Luciana Speaks You Feel Her Authenticity. She Pulls You Into Her World!

Luciana's presentation is packed with
many years of valuable experience,
proven strategies, and invaluable
resources, structured to benefit the
minds of her audience. Providing
evidence of the successful tools she has
implemented provides her  audience a
direct pathway for visualizing how to
build on their personal strength for the
leadership they desire.

CONTENT HUMOR
Luciana understands the value in
connecting with her audience, and does
so by her undeniable humor and
storytelling. Her approach is to pull her
audience in by creating a safe, relaxed,
and comfortable environment that fully
engages them and leaves them wanting
more.

CUSTOMIZED

PRACTICAL RELATABLE
Luciana is able to connect with  all
individuals through her practical
approach. Coming from a
practitioner mindset, she understands
that knowledge shared has to delivered
in bite-sized nuggets.  Luciana is 
concise, precise, and direct with
implementation methods, and has
immediate sustainable replication
directions prescribed.  

Luciana was once the young woman who
was afflicted by many negative situations
that imprinted her life. She has gone from
walking a fine line with the law and often
times in harm’s way to graduating with a full
academic scholarship to the HBCU of her
choice. Luciana has seen many highs and
lows, but stands to share victories such as
leading one of the largest high schools in
Cleveland, Ohio, successfully starting her
own business, and now developing a baby
doll for colored girls like her. Her
background has granted her the opportunity
to touch and be able to relate to all
walks of life.

Luciana's presentations aren't only
relevant to her audience, but customized
to meet the conscious and unconscious
needs of each audience she speaks to. She
believes each individual whether a
professional or student, is able to leave
with immediate tools that will benefit
their personal and professional
endeavors.

ENERGY
Whether speaking to students or
professionals, when Luciana is in the
room there is never a dull moment. The
passion that Luciana has inside of her
exudes her spirit, action, and words.
Having a message that is grounded in
her purpose leaves the audience both
energized and ready to apply the
strategies and tools shared to their
personal and professional lives. 



LUCIANA'S AUDIENCE
STUDENTS: COLLEGE STUDENTS:EDUCATORS:

Luciana seeks to provide college students
with strategies that have enable her as well
as others to become great leaders. Through
her expertise as a Leadership Specialist,
college students walk away equipped with
important principles of leadership, ready
to become change agents, and inspired to
leverage change within themselves for the
good of others. With the right framework
of leadership and a positive prospective,
students will increase their likelihood of
obtaining the right internships, resources,
and graduating with a sense of leadership
that is rooted in being an agent for change
that will produce exponential impact. 

Luciana is able to speak directly to the
issues that matter most to students.
Providing examples of an array of bad
choices and decisions, coupled with a great
desire to change provides students a surge
of understanding that all is possible.
Luciana pushes students to acknowledging
how powerful they are in changing the
trajectory of their lives.  The empowering
messaging delivered is focused on students
leveraging their unique abilities, while
understanding that it is powerful to be
change agent of their generation.

Given her expertise and experience as a
leader, Luciana is equipped to provide 
education professionals with
fundamental strategies that will enable
them to sharpen their capabilities. Both
education leaders and classroom
professionals will not only gain insight
on keys that will heighten their skill set,
they will also be prescribed a platform
which will enable them to become
change agents who are able to inspire
their teams to create a culture of
excellence, therefore producing
exponential impact.



LEADHERSHIP
Ms. Gilmore presents
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The Unconventional Leader Critical Pieces That Transform
Vision to Impact, is not your ordinary educational leadership
book! Luciana is intentional in sharing her experiences as a
child growing up in the inner city of Cleveland, to then a
classroom teacher and ultimately a school principal. Luciana's
childhood scars and lens sets the tone for how she approached
education and students from an nontraditional lens. Her life is
captured to demonstrate the pain she experience which
enabled her to inspire, educate, and lead impactfully although
all the odds were stacked against her. Luciana prescribes the
necessary actions needed by any educator who wants to lead
with vision and impact. Sharing the exact procedures she used
as a school principal which led her to ultimately lead one of the
largest high schools in Cleveland. Leaders will be prompted to
dig deep, reflect extensively and utilize critical pieces they
uniquely bring to into leadership/



BOOK REVIEWS

Wow!! I literally read your book overnight. It was gripping, informative

and sent a range of emotions through me as I read it. You told the story

so vividly, I smiled, shed tears, nodded in agreement all while reading

as if I walked through the pages of the book with you. Great book for

those who share your testimony and a great resource for individuals in

leadership! I truly understand your Why... Thanks for sharing your

story!

Luciana takes readers on a literary journey that brings you full circle

through an inspiring narrative that appealed to me in a personal and

emotional way right from the start! The book is so engaging that you will

want to read it quickly-a real page-turner!

From trauma to triumph, her transparent account of her personal and

professional transformation, lends itself to her authentic ability to relate

to, and motivate those she serves . I was left wanting to know more about

leading from a familiar place.. an internal place... MY "WHY"!

If you touch the lives of young people in ANY capacity and want to lead

from a RENEWED sense of intention and purpose, you need to get your

hands on this book today!

This is an awesome read showing all of us how to take things from your

past, both good and bad, and using the experiences to become an

incredible leader. I highly recommend it!!

-AMAZON REVIEW
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